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BRIEF HISTORY OF COMPUTERS* 

Glen W. Watson and Edward C. Calhoon 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

AprU 1959 

The Earliest Computers 

The first automatic digital computer was completed just fifteen years 

ago, so that one might suppose that the principles underlying ita con• 

struction are of fairly recent origin. It is true that thel'·engineering 

techniques had to await the coming of the electron1c age, but alhhe ideas 

were fully developed more than a century earlierby Ch.a.rle$ Babbage. 

It was in 1812 that Bapbage, then aatudent at Cambridge, proposed a 

differenceEeqgin.e which could calculate new mathematical table a and check 

old ones. At that time most tables were full of errors caused by human 

faUinga in computing and copying. For instance, tht! Nautical Almanac, 

first published in 1767, was an unreliable guide, making navigation hazardous 

beyond the vagaries of wind and tide. 

The Difference Ensine 

The difference engine envisaged by Babbage would not only calculate 

the figures, but also would stamp them directly onto a copper engraver' e 

plate by means of steel punches. Because no human would intervene, there 

would be no mistakes. 

This machine was to uae the well-knownrmethod of difierences for 

tabulating polynomiale. Suppose that we wish to con1truct a table giving 

the values for the equation y = n 3 - n 
2

, where n is any positive integer . 

• Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commiaaion. 
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Our table will look like this: 

3 ·' .z."''·'"' 3 2. ~~-·· ... • .. 

n n n n -n -
0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 0 

2 8 4 4 

3 Z.1 9 18 

4 64 16 48 

5 125 z.s 100 

6 216 36 II 180 

. It is obvious that the arithmetic soon becomes quite involved. 

By using the method of differences, we camgre.1.tly simplify our 

calculations and' have a r~ady check on their accuracy. This method can 

be understood by examining the following extension to our table. 

3 l 3 l 0 1 D~ o3. D4 n n n n -n '" -
0 

1 

z 
3 

4 

5 

6 

0 

1 

8 

27 

64 
lZ 5 

216 

0 

1 

4 

9 

16 

Z5. 

36 

0 0 

'l I !i o I 4 
II 4 I 14 

I! I ·l 16 ~ 30 
l! 48 I 5Z 
l ! ll too i s~J 
!1 1so ~4 
!l·-------1 
[l Z94 l 154 

II 448 I zoo 
!' 1 
,j 648 ! 
I' i 

4 6 
10 6 

16 6 

22 6 I 
28 _ _j_6 _ _j 

34 6 

40 6 

46 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

n1 is the dif!erence between a given entry in the (n 3 - n2) colu~n and 

the entry directly below it. 0 2 is the difference between a given entry in the 

o1 column and the entrydirectly below it, and similarly for 0 3 and D4 . 

Now instead. of working !rom left to right, we can continue to find 

values for n 3 "'n2 by working from right to left and usiugaddition only. as 

has been done below the broken line. P.eeause most mathematical functions 

can be •·pressed as a power series. this method is· very useful. 
I 

Moreover, we can quickly spot any mi.etake. · Suppose that for 

43 - 42 we had printed 46 ineteadof 48. the correct value. Then D3 instead 
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of being all 6' • would r~a'd 6, 4, 8, 2, 6, 6. The difference engine could 

identify auch er&!ors in tables already published, by purely mechanical 

means. 

In 18ZZ Ba.bbage buUt a ;;mall working model of a difference ~gine 

which could dibulate a eecond-orderpolynomial to eight decimals. 1The 

following year he gained thesupport of the British government for a much 

larger machine, one with provision for ZO decimal I and capable of tabu

lating a leventh .. (jrd~r polyn.omidt~ Such an inetJ"umen~ requiring thousands 

of pl'eciaion parte, might be likened to a colossal watch. Every cogwheel, 

g~ar, and lever had to be machined to extremely eloae tolerancea, a 
technique nAAv'ery far advanced then. Atf'eacb step Babbage had to develop 

new inethode and invent new tools, ae well aa solve a number of fundamental 

pro~a.like how to perform the "carry" in addition. 

ln the calculating machines which had been built up to that time, each 

carry was pedormedin sequence. Suppose that 1 ie to be added to 99999. 

1n the existing machines, the unita wheel mould turn only the tens wheel; 

the tene wheel would then turn ~und.reds~ and eo on. Recognizing 

· that this method would be inordinantly slow when dealing with large numbers, 

Babbage suggested an entirely new approach. 1n his scheme, known ae the 
11anticipatory carry," all the wheels locked and turned at once, thus effecting 

a great.time saving. This method~h~a been retained in many modern cal

culating machines. 

The moat revolutionary feature of the difference engine, though, was 

its abU ity to perform a controlled aequence of additiona, and not just one at 

a time. When we consider the state of the art then existing, we realize the 

magnitudei·of Babbage'a genius and ambition. The firet mechanical adding 

machine had been built a& long before as 1642, by Blaise Pascal, but it was 

not uatU near the end of the nineteenth centu.ry·~hat a really aatisfactory 

deek calculator waa perfected. It is small wonder, then, that Babbage 

encountered enormous difficulties. 

Notable progress was made on the diiference engine. but still it was 

not completed by 1833. In that year a quarrel over money caused Ba.bbage' s 

chief ensineer to resign. taking with hi:rr~ all the spedalized toola they had 

developed. As a result. the government withdrew its aid and work stopped. 

In all. thegovernment had spent 17. 000 pounds, a huge aum in those days. 
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Twenty years lateJ:~ in 1853, Georg and~Edv~rp Sc:h~utz of Stod.holm 

demonstrated the aoundness of Babba.ge' • concepts. They succeeded in 

building a smaller version of a difference engine based on h.t..1deaign. It 

could tabulate to 14 decimals afourth-order polynomial. After being 

exhibited in London and Paris in 1855, this machine was purchased for 

$5000 by an American buaineaamana.tJ:d:.given to the Dudley Observatory 

in Albany, N. Y. A replica o.fthia difference engine was buUt in 18'58 for 

the British government and used i11 1864 to prepare a aet of life table a. 

This replica now reside a in the Science Museum at South Kenaington, London • 

. The Analytical E!_1gine 

Meanwhile the active and visionary mind of Charles Babbage,wal not 

idle. In 1833, the same year that work atopped on bit difference engine, he 

began plans for an "analytical engine. 11 Thia new machinelhatlaomewhat the 

aame relation to the earlier one aa chess to cb~ckere. Babbage lost all 

interest in the useful but ai!J'lpler device and apent the rest of his life trying 

to perfect the new one. 

Babbage was too busy inventing .the machine to write about:it iru detail. 

(Exactly the same condition often prevails in research today). We owe rr1ost 

of our knowledge o! it to an interesting chain of events. ln 1840, Babbage 

(a.n Englishman) was invited to Turin to discuss his ideas with Italian 

mathematicians. One oftbem, L. F. Mena.brea, who later became one of 

Garibaldi'; generals, wrote (lnFrench) some notes based on these talks. 

These notes were then published in a Swiss journa-1. This article was 

translated into English by Ada Augusta, the ·countess of Lovelace and 

daughter of the poet Lord Byron. She was well acquainted with Babbage, 

and with bb encouragement wrote extenaive notes on the notes, which are 

today our primary source of information on the analytical engine. Later, 

she and Babbage collaborated in devising an "infalible11 system of betting 

on horse racea, the end resultof which w.ae that Lady Lovelace had topawn 

the family je:w.elsw and leave them "in hock'' for several year e. 

ln principle the analytical engine had all the feature• we recognize 

in a modern automatic digital computer. The main difference lay in th.e • 

fact that today we use electronic circuiu, whereas Babbage had only 

mechanical mechanism& a.t his dispoeal. 
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The analytical engine could perform any ~athematical operation and 

do it automatically'in:·the·proper sequence, or ae we !JOW say. "carry out a 

program. 11 At inte.rmediate &tepa it could choose th~ beattQf aeveral 

alternativea presented it. It would then change the inatructiona for its 

subsequent operations. It could be made to go back and cycle over any 

part of a computation. It waa to have a store for numbers, a~ for per

forming arithmetic operations on the numbers, a control unit, and input and 

output devices, or in other worda, all the elements of a computer. 

For the ttore (memory) Babbage intended to use 1, 000 columna of 50 

cou.nting wbeela each. Thus, the machine would have a-capacity of 1, 000 

fifty-digit numbers! lt was typical of his quixotic nature that be should try 

to attain the stare without first achieving the moon. For c-ompariaon, 

Mark 1, the firet modern~~~. contains only 60 constant registers and 

7Z adding regiatera. 

The mill (al'ithmetic unit) would employ the pl'ineiple of the antici

patory carry developed earlier for the difference engine. 

The control unit was to use punched cards to tell the mUl whether to 

add, subtract, multiply, or divide. and to control the transfer of numbers 

to and from the store. The scheme for representing arithmetical operapona 

ie shown below. 

.. 
r-~--~--;1 
I .... .. .. I L _________ _! 

,__ _ _,X=-=--

-1 0 0 0 ,! 

I 
I J 
L---·· -··-----·--'· 

. -;-·~-....... -...., ____ _ 
i 

0 0 0 : 
L _________ j 

Ba~bage got his idea for using punched cards from the Jacquard loom, which 

had been in use in France since 1804 for weaving fabric a having complex 

patterns. 

For input, Babbage planned to set numbers in by hand on the wheels of 

the store or on the registers of the mUl. He also contemplated using punched 

cards for thia. 
' As output, the machine would (a) print directly on paper, (b) stamp a 

stereotype mold, or (c) punch cards. No one would have to laboriously 

copy its prodigious output. 
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Babbage &utimated that the analytical engine could perform sixty 

additions or subt~•c;l~.9..n~. a minute. It could multiply 50 decimals by 50 

decimals, or divide 100 decimals by 50 decimal a in one minute. The time• 

required for multiplication or division could be reduced providing the 

numbers contained sf.ewer digits. While this is hopelessly slow compared 

to modern higb·apeed computers, in which these operations are done in a 

matter of microseconds, it was a phenomenal speed then. 

Unfortunately, the analytical engine was never:f.in.i.ehed, although 

8aggag~· spent large sums of his own money in financing it and left thousands 

o£ detailed drawings of its parta. He died an unappreciated and embittered 

man. The very existence of his analytical engine was &a forgotten by the 

world as the Boro Budur or King Tut's tomb. Only in the past decade was 

hie genius rediscovered. 

Later Developments 

The use of punched carde, an ofishoot from the Jacquard loom, was 

not forgotten. In 1B86 the dataa:~rom the United States census of 1880 were 

still being•orted and coun.ted. Dr. H. Hollerith, director,o£ the census 

bureau, saw that unless a new approach were used, the task would not be 

finished before the 1890 ceneusb-.e,gan.. He therefore devised a system of 

recording the census information on punched cards and invented machines 

to sort them and tabula~e the data. 

In the late 1920' • Dr. L. J. Comrie of the Nautical Almanac Office in 

England discovered that a Burroughs calculating machine (an.American 

business machine) couldbe used without modification as a difference engine. 

Thus Dr. Comrie atumbled onto a ready-made device for preparing 

mathematical tables, unaware of the earlier efiorta of Charles Babbage. The 

Burroughs was immediatelypmlt to use and in one year pw.mteli 30, 000, 000 

figure•• enough to keep ahead of •even copyists. 

Later, Dr. Comrie used the Hollerith pUnched-card system to compute 

the po•ition of the moon at midnight and noon for every day from 1935 to 

2000. Once these results were obtained, a National accounting machine was 

used to fill in the value 1 for each hour. 
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Mark 1 -- the Firat Modern Cometer 

Many improvements in calcula.ti~g machines and punched-card tech

~lques were made in the years following Babbage's death in 1871, but 

apparently no one thought of designing an automatic digital computer untU 

1917, when auch an idea occurred to Howard Aiken of Harvard. Aiken 

enlisted the support of the International Business Machil'les Corporation, 

and during the next seven years they built Mark 1, or "Automatic Sequence 

Controlled Calculator." It was presented to Harvard Univereity on August 

7, 1944, a gift from IBM. 

Essentially, Mark 1 is a mechanical device, although it usea electro

magnetic relays and electric motors. It can pel'form three additions per 

second and worke to Z3 significant figures. Though aluggish by present 

standards, Mark 1 proved very useful in performing ballistic: calculations 

and preparing mathematical tables of all kinds. What ia more important, 

it initiated the development of modern computers. 

Introduction of Electronic Circuits 

The first nonmechanical computer was the ENIAC (Electronic 

Numerical Integrator and Computer). Completed in 1946 at the Moore 

School of Electrical Engineering of the University of Pennsylvania, ENIAC 

contains 18,000 vacuum tubes and 1, 500 relays .. It can do addition more 

than 1000 timea as fast aa Mark I, but has an even smaller storage. 

There followed in rapid succession a whole array of computers with 

namea]ti;lte EDSAC, EDVAC; and UNIVAC. While increasing in 111peed and 

storage capacity they have grown physically smaller, owing to refinements 

in design and the replacement of vacuum tubes by tiny transistors. Present 

research is directed toward even further improvements, particularly in 

regard to high-speed memories and output and input devices. 

In connection with the latt-er, an instrument resembling a television 

camera is being perfected which can read a. printed page and transcribe the 

language into electrical pulses. I! translat~on of foreig~. languages by 

computers il ever to be practical, eucha device is indispensable. 

Babbage would certainly be surprised at the form hit analytical engine 

has taken, but not by the varied uses to which it is being put. In 1838 he 
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wrote: l'The whole of chemistry, and with it crystallography, would become 

a branch of mathematical analysis ...• " This prophecy b.:u come true. 
~ 

Computers now solve the Fourier series describing x·ray diffraction 
/ 

patterns of atoms, from which the structure oi matter can be inferred. 

Other routine ueee include a.na.l.yzing particle orbit• in a cyclotron, 

calculating safe wing stresses for aircraft, and predicting the weather. 

Recently someone even suggested building a "fresidential computer, 11 one 

which could make important deci_sions of state
1
·based on logical premises. 

It would determine such things &11 the probability of a. Russian attack at any 

moment and recommend the proper course of action. Insofar as possible, 

the President's own values would be put into the computer as a set of pro

positions, even though these would admittedly be inconsistent. The 

computer would somehow correlate these and presumably come up with the 

"right" decision every time. (If you are skeptical about the merit of this 

propo&al, you are not alone, since that is the a1.1thora' attitude.) 

Man has assembled a machine which increases the speed and accuracy 

of computations while relieving him of the drudgery, or which can play a 

safe but not brilliant game of chess. It has no originality and no senee of 

valuee. The question of whether m.ankind as a wh.ole baa gained or lost in 

theae qualitiea is an intel'esting one which cannot be decided by a machine. 
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LEGEND 

.. 

Babbage' s scheme for representing arithmetal operations 

on punched cards. These cards were used by the control 

unit of the analytical engine to control the transfer of 

numbers to and from the store. 
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